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It's hard to miss the large skeins of geese that fill our
morning and early evening skies over the winter
months. By now we are well used to them and many
have dispersed to other parts of the country. But, by the
end of March, most will have headed north again
continuing the age old cyclical pattern.
 
Over the centuries, many writers, poets and song-
writers have celebrated the wild geese. So, too, sports
coaches who use geese in flight as the perfect example
of teamwork that allows them to fly faster and further.
 
The Wild Goose symbol is associated with the Iona
Community and, although the Community founder, Rev
George MacLeod referred to it as a Celtic symbol of the
Holy Spirit, Rev Norman Shanks in his book, Iona -
God's Energy, suggests that "may have been the product
of George MacLeod's rich and fertile imagination"!
 
Nevertheless, Rev Shanks, too, likes the image of flying
faster and further as a group than individually. But he
adds: "In some eyes of course wild geese are regarded
as disturbing nuisances, creating noise at moments that
are inconvenient........ And at another level the goose
image conveys a sense of foolishness.....even
awkwardness, at least on the ground. 
 
But in flight the wild goose has grace and beauty,
conveys a sense of the unpredictable and the
untameable, and in the strength of the beat of its great
wings there is exceptional power and the capacity to
achieve the apparently impossible. Put all this together
and the wild goose image has a deep resonance, indeed
in terms of spirituality, with the energy, direction and
vulnerability of the Community."
 
Whether the wild geese remind you of teamwork, of the
Holy Spirit, of energy, of direction or of vulnerability,
you’ll find examples of all of these  – and more – in the
pages that follow.   Enjoy.   CMS
 

                                         With thanks to Rev Sandy Sutherland for 'Fortrose Geese' photo

. 

The words above were written by Minnie Haskins

(1875-1957) and come from a poem called "God

Knows". Neither the poem nor its author were well

known and may have been completely forgotten if

King George VI had not used them as the final words

in his Christmas Day broadcast in 1939.   They were

commemorated in a small poster which was widely

distributed and may indeed be on a wall in your

home?

 



 

Pathways of hope, transformation and joy - to the parish and beyond     
 

In the weeks leading up to Christmas, we

reflected on readings in the book of Isaiah.

These passages - Isa 2:1-5, Isa 11:1-10,

and Isa 35:1-10 look at the promises that

God gave to his people in the Old

Testament as they looked forward to God’s

intervention in history and the coming of

God’s salvation. We explored the

meaning of this through three themes –

hope, peace & transformation and

joy.

To tease out the application of these themes we used the metaphor of pathways and thought about what pathways
of hope, peace & transformation and joy might look like and what paths they might take us on as we live as
Christians amidst our own communities.
 
Isa 2:1-5 “Many peoples will come and say, ‘Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the temple of the

God of Jacob. He will teach us his ways, so that we may walk in his paths." We considered the implications for
our feet, our hearts (in terms of being open to God’s word) and our hands as they work for peace. 
 
Pathways of hope into our community - the congregation were left to ponder the question into 2020: "In what
direction might God take the congregation to help make the neighbourhood a place of peace and hope?"

 

Isa 11:1-10 “A shoot will come up from the stump of Jesse; from his roots a Branch will bear fruit.” This passage

considers “stump of Jesse” which points to God’s promise of a coming king; it reminds us that the character of

this king is one who brings peace and justice and it shows us a vision of the kingdom “The wolf will live with the

lamb, the leopard will lie down with the goat. They will neither harm nor destroy on all my holy mountain, for the  

earth will be filled with the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.” 

 

Pathways of peace and transformation - the congregation read Dave Hopwood’s imaginative poem “A holy

happy hullabaloo” and asked themselves the following questions: “What pathways do we need to walk to

transform the neighbourhood and the world into places of peace and hope? How do we tell of God’s kingdom?

How do we model God’s kingdom values of peace and justice?

 

Isa 35:1-10 “The desert and the parched land will be glad; the wilderness will rejoice and blossom. Like the

crocus, it will burst into bloom…  Water will gush forth in the wilderness and streams in the desert.” Advent joy

starts with God’s people transformed by his gift of love as a parched desert bursts into life with water: then the

neighbourhood and the world are turned into places where there are pathways of hope, peace and transformation

and rejoicing. “Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way; ... then will the lame leap like a deer,

and the mute tongue shout for joy.” We were reminded of the way that God strengthens his people (see Dave

Hopwood’s poem “Don’t Give Up.” on page 5) “And a highway will be there; it will be called the way of

holiness; the redeemed will walk there, they will enter Zion with singing; everlasting joy will crown their heads."

 

Pathways of joy – the congregation considered how might we bring “pathways of joy” into the “dry areas” of

our neighbourhood?  On that Sunday the “redeemed of the Lord” went out with singing and gladness on the

“Pathway of Joy”; on subsequent Sundays Voces Coelorum & Instrumenta Coelestia and the Advent/ Christmas 

choirs encouraged us to be joyful with song in God’s presence and to take that joy into our daily lives in the

parish.

 



Music Notes
Over the Advent/Christmas period saw the birth of seasonal choirs in both congregations – the Avoch Advent

Choir for the Joint Advent Service in December 2019 and the Fortrose / Rosemarkie Christmas Choir for the

Christmas week. In Avoch, the organist and minister  sang and played preludes at the start of services; in

Fortrose Rosemarkie, Voces Coelorum and Instrumenta Coelestia were formed to sing and play

Advent/Christmas music at the beginning and end of the services. The music drew on the wider European carol

repertoire, though we sang four Scottish carols – “Him the Herds Returnin’ Ruisit” (in Scots, but based on the

carol Quem Pastores Laudavere), “Leanabh an àigh” (“Child in the Manger” in Gaelic & English), “The Aye

Carol” by John Bell (in English) and “A Saviour is Born” the Avoch Nativity Carol by George Reid.

 

Sunday Services 2020
 

                  In the New Year 

      “Directing Steps and Hearts towards the

                     Kingdom of God”

 

In the coming few weeks there will be a

focus on the kingdom of God in Matthew’s

gospel and understanding its relevance for

our lives.

 

                     Lent-Easter

       “Meeting Jesus – Changed by Jesus”

 

For the period before and after Easter we

will be using John’s gospel to look at the

encounters that Jesus had with individuals in

the gospel as we seek to prepare for Easter.

 

                  All-Age  Worship

 

This year we will be adding a monthly All-

age Talk to our monthly All-age Worship

service so that two Sundays each month will

have regular all-age elements (see the

website for more details).

 

Parish, Presbytery and Pastures New
 

This section offers updates on the minister’s activities.  

Ministers are normally associated with their Parish.

However, in these days of linkages and unions - fewer

ministers and bigger charges - responsibilities are on

the increase in the Presbytery.   From time-to-time,

ministers are also called upon to serve beyond the

bounds in “Pastures New.”

 

“Pastures New” for 2019 included speaking to the

surgical charity BFIRST which exists to help surgeons

develop skills in reconstructive plastic surgery so they

can help in countries that need more specialist input.

BFIRST asked me to speak about “Cultural Factors in

Global Surgical Training”  as they wanted a speaker

who was used to living in different cultures and

training people from different contexts to cope in new

situations.

 

On a Friday morning last September, I found myself in

a state-of-the-art lecture theatre at the Royal College of

Surgeons in Edinburgh. My time was spent showing:

 

 1) the relevance of cultural learning and empathy in

different contexts;  

2) the need to avoid assumptions that “our way is the

only way,” and 

3) the importance of forming relationships at a human

as well as a pedagogical level. 

 

It was a real privilege to be able to engage with people

who want to use their hard-earned medical training and

their skills to help better the lives of many in the global

south. 

 

Through other presentations, I found out the significant

contribution that careful professional surgery can make

to health care. BFIRST are an inspiring charity whose

work leads to life-changing and society-transforming

outcomes. What an inspiration to mix with another

flock in Pastures New …  WB

 

Minister's Contact Details: 
 Rev Dr Warren Beattie

5 Ness Way
 Fortrose     

IV10 8SS 
 

 01381 620111
 



Epiphany Thursday
 

In our little group which meets for informal bible study on a Thursday afternoon, the word ‘epiphany’ frequently

crops up. We use it to describe those moments of enlightenment when, having discussed the meaning of a

particular word or text, one of us will say ‘So THAT’S what it means!’ or ‘I never thought of it that way’. We

call such moments our ‘epiphanies’ – they are so vivid when shared with others, which is the great strength of

shared bible study.

 

For one of our meetings, on the first Thursday of the new year, I wrote this piece for the group, to introduce

discussion of that first recorded Epiphany in Matthew’s gospel, experienced by the Magi who travelled to the

land of the Jews, seeking to understand the significance of the message they had read in the stars.

 

Out of the eastern night they came,

Knowing the dangers, powerless to resist

 the strange compulsion of the foreign star

that blazed ahead of them.

What did they hope to find?

A king, yes, to be hailed with gold –

that much they understood.

 But what of the other gifts whose names they read

 in the cold enigmatic galaxies?

 Frankincense for  a new, all-powerful God?      

 Their books, like the stars, told them of gods without number.

 What was so special in  this one, to bring them searching

the land of the Jews?

And – most mysterious – myrrh, the herb of death:

could they have understood this one aright?

A birth – and a death?

Or many deaths – a terrifying start

 for a new regime.  But so it had to be

 

Sheena Munro

 



 

Step by Step
He does not guide me year by year

Or even day by day.

But step by step my path unfolds

My Lord directs my way.

 

Tomorrow’s plan I do not know -

I only know this minute.

But he will say, “This is the way

By faith now walk ye in it.”

 

And I am glad that it is so

Today’s enough to bear.

And when tomorrow comes – His grace

Shall far exceed its care.

 

What need we then to worry or fret

The God who gave his son

Holds all my moments in his hand

And gives them one by one. 

 
This poem was given to me by an elderly lady whose late

sister’s husband, was a minister down south.  He gave it to

her – it helps her tremendously in her journey.  

Peter McLoughlin

A Prayer                              
 
 

Lord, you are in this place

You are with me now

Help me relax in your presence,

To rest in your heart,

To reflect in your love

And listen to your voice.

Guide me my Lord

Forgive my sins,

Make my love for everyone

Be meaningful and true.

Give me strength to go forward without fear,

Refresh my mind, so I may go forward with

Much energy, gladness and love....

 

A prayer liked by Janice MacLeman and

shared here.

Don’t Give Up…….  Drawing on Isaiah 35 v 3-4                    Dave Hopwood

Strengthen the weak hands, and make firm the feeble knees.

Say to those with aching, fearful hearts, “Hold on, don’t give up! Your God is on the way.”

The God of strength and justice, compassion and salvation.”

Say to those who are struggling, those whose light is dimming.

To those whose blood runs cold at times.

To those who wonder about tomorrow.

To those who long for something better.

To those whose prayers have long dried up.

To those who cry from the depths of despair.

To those whose feet seem stuck in life’s mud.

To those who labour and sweat to help others.

To those who refuse to tire of reaching out.

To those whose smiles lift the people they meet.

To those who refuse to let go of faithfulness and love.

To those battered by life’s relentless blows.

To those whose days are nothing but desert.

To those whose faith is small, and to those whose faith is strong.

To those with aching, fearful hearts, “Hold on, don’t give up! Your God is on the way.

The God of strength and justice, compassion and salvation.”      

 

Quoted in Promises and Pathways Sermon on 15 December.   Copyright Dave Hopwood/engageworship.org



Each worked on her own, at home, making holly wreaths for family and friends but kept a few to sell at the

Guild Christmas Sale in the hall. In recent years, their enterprise has mushroomed, so much so that in 2018 and

again this year, 200 wreaths were made.

 

Margaret is the only one of the original team still making wreaths, an expert wreath-maker whose standards and

speed are exceptional. Many ‘apprentices’ have benefitted from her tuition so we now have a team of wreath-

makers working together in the hall during the week of the Christmas sale.

 

Sadly, our nonagenarian has indicated that this may be her last year – probably her hands have suffered enough

‘stabbings’ from the prickly, green stuff!  On Sunday 8 December, after the service, Lewie Patience, a fellow

wreath-maker, paid tribute to Margaret and presented her with a beautiful bouquet of flowers as a big thank you

from the Board and congregation of Avoch Parish Church.    In short, our Flower Lady is a living example of

Romans ch.12 v 3-8     Jane Patience

News from the Pews
Labour of Love

Margaret Patience has been our Flower Lady in charge of all

the church flower arrangements and decoration for over forty

years. Every week in the year she arranged beautiful displays

in the Church and,  for the special occasions, Easter, Harvest

and Christmas, the congregation have enjoyed her stunning

pedestal arrangements at the front door and in the Nave.

 

Like most churches, we have fewer weddings but many

funerals and, for the majority of funerals, the families have

contacted Margaret to take charge of the flowers for the

funeral service. She did this willingly and gave them of her

best. Even in the present day she will still honour some

requests.
 

However, her ‘Labour of Love’ is the making of the Holly

Wreaths.
 
The history of the Holly Wreath making goes back over 20

years when three ladies of Avoch Women’s Guild, Jessie

Smith, Catherine Patience and Margaret Patience, decided to

try making holly wreaths. 

Below the splendid output of this year's Wreath Makers and Margaret's wonderful pedestal display.



For Ethel Urquhart the Blythswood Shoebox Appeal is a year long

activity that culminated last year in 266 completed shoeboxes plus a

further 35 handed in as gifts by deadline day.  In addition, £100 cash

was donated towards fuel costs. It's all done quietly. "Don't make a

fuss of this," was her only request when agreeing to include this

piece in the newsletter.

 

Ethel has already started to fill her 2020 shoeboxes so donations of

toiletries, (soap, toothpaste, toothbrushes, moisturising creams, face

cloths, moist wipes etc), stationery (pens, pencils, colouring books,

notepads, rubbers, sharpeners etc), clothes (hats, scarves, tights,

socks, underwear, t-shirts, pyjamas etc) and household items such as

kitchen utensils, screwdrivers, candles etc all welcome.

The Craft Group who meet in Rosemarkie

Church Upper Room had another good term,

producing Christmas wall hangings that will

have no doubt have had pride of place 

in around a dozen homes at Christmas. 

 

The class is underway again and all are

welcome to join from 2- 4 pm on Tuesday

afternoons and learn from Sylvia's skilled -

and patient - teaching. 
 

The Avoch Christmas Sale was very well supported and raised an impressive £2695 - well done to Margaret, Lewie and team.

Anne Fiddes, who faithfully acknowledges our birthdays as they

come around had a surprise on her own birthday, including a

Douglas Simpson ode, reproduced in part here.......

 

How she does it I’ve no idea

But she knows the birthday of everyone here

Each week a clever wee elf must’ve told her

Who has just got another year older..........

 

She our property guru, fundraiser supreme

Have you tasted her *trifle with a dollop of cream?

Now it’s our turn to say thanks for all that you’ve been

Of Fortrose and Rosemarkie, I pronounce you the QUEEN!

 

* Note: Anne's December 2019 trifle jars returned a splendid

£639.35 plus £30 Gift Aid.  Well done, Anne and all who

contributed.



Phoenix India supports Mahila (Women’s) Cell set up in Khaparkheda north of Nagpur. The Cell offers
legal advice, counselling, and follow on support for exploited, abused and destitute women.  Here is one of
the stories we heard.
 

Sandey Binjari has been married for four years. The young mother attended a social event in her village.

When she returned home her drunken husband asked her to make food for him and his father. When she

told them there was no food in the house, he beat her so badly she fell unconscious. The following day she

attempted suicide by ingesting poison. Due to the importance of maintaining public respectability within

Indian cultural ethos, family disputes too often end with affected parties committing suicide. Fortunately,

she was discovered and rushed to hospital just in time to save her life. She was made aware of the Cell and

approached it in desperation. Through its intervention she and her husband are now living happily with

their children.

 

The main purpose of the Mahila Cell is to facilitate an amicable resolution between the woman, her

husband and the wider family circle. Without the support of either set of parents, the affected woman and

her children could easily become destitute. The support is given completely free of charge.   Since it was set

up in 2008 the Khaparkheda Cell has successfully resolved over 1500 cases.  It made me feel very sad when

one of the ladies began to cry and told us about the difficulties she had to endure but uplifting to hear how

families have been helped through the work of the Cell

 

Phoenix India - creating hope from despair
 

At the time of our first newsletter, the Hossack family
were heading out to Nagpur, India on a family visit
but also to support the work of the charity, Phoenix
India, which Ken Hossack chairs.      Throughout the
trip, Ken sent regular reports but, for this newsletter,
his daughters, Nikhita and Kareena, have chosen
some of their highlights.  Nikhita first.

Kareena recalls two other visits to a sari factory and a Children's Day Centre pictured below.                         

About 80,000 people live in Dhobinagar Slum Area. Many

people work in one of the factories in the area. We visited a

textile mill and sari making factory The space between the

looms was very narrow and it was very noisy. The workers

don’t have any ear protection so suffer hearing loss.  A

loom operator can earn Rs.160 (£1.90) per day. This

enables them to feed their family but not much more. It

does not allow them to fund the cost of educating their

children.

 

Dhobinagar slum area has one of the worst crime rates in

Nagpur. Many children are exploited by unscrupulous

relatives, with mothers unable to prevent them from being

used for begging and pickpocketing. 

 
We visited a Children’s Day Care Centre, which offers 

respite for the children and mothers of this area. It is a

shining light of hope within the community, providing a life

changing opportunity to many of Nagpur’s most vulnerable

children. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

The Day Care Centre made me feel really happy, giving the children sweets and putting a smile on their

faces. It highlighted that what is such a small thing to us makes a huge impact on the lives of these children.

 

Both girls enjoyed the visit to the Nakade Bhavan Tailoring Class                                                                
                                                       

On another day we went to Nakade Bhavan Tailoring Class which provides training to girls who have had to

drop out of school to help at home and couldn’t complete their education. The students are permitted to make

use of the machinery to develop their skills further and do ‘homers’ for family or friends. They can earn as

well as learn, with many of them able to make between Rs.300 and Rs.400 for stitching dresses and saris for

clients. The girls pay for all the material they use and sell the clothes they make at the end of the six-month

course, making a good profit..  It was really nice seeing all the beautiful dresses the girls had made, and

appreciating the time and effort they had put in to complete their work.

 

The Hossack family at Diwali. 

 

In Ken's words, "The girls are

in their glad rags with me

letting the side down in my 

t-shirt  but, to be fair, it is 

one of my better t-shirts!"

Fortrose and Rosemarkie Financial Report             
 

The preliminary figures for 2019 indicate that receipts have increased from £28,131 in 2018 to £33,470 in

2019.  This follows the stewardship campaign in autumn 2018 and reflects a full year of the generous response

made to that campaign.  Payments for normal items of expenditure, excluding major repairs and improvements

and refurbishment of the manse, came to £25,081, compared with £23,251 in the previous years.  In 2018 we

benefited from our payments for ministries and mission being reduced from those in earlier years as the

requirement is based on the average of three past years. Our contributions are now based on years when our

income had reduced.  While this benefit is still available to us in 2020, our contribution will increase in future

years.  Our contributions do not cover the full cost of ministry to our congregation.  The costs of manse

refurbishment and major repairs have been met from the existing fabric fund.

 

The Kirk Session records its thanks for the continuing generosity of members and adherents, enabling us to

meet our obligations and restore reserves.

 

Jack Kernahan                                                                                                                                                                

Congregational Treasurer

 
 
 



Football and Faith
A few weeks after the first newsletter came out, a

regular attender at Rosemarkie Church (he knows who

he is) came in and, nodded in the direction of the

newsletter.  “No football,”  he said.  It was clearly, in his

view, an omission.  In truth, there is not likely to be

much football coverage in our newsletters but, late last

year, we heard of a former Motherwell FC player and

manager, a kirk elder, born in Kilbirnie, Ayrshire,

winner of the Scottish League Cup in 1951 and interred

in Fortrose Cemetery.  Another Kilbirnie lad, born in

1951, picks up the story.

 
You may or may not know that amidst the significant
band of Ross County supporters in our church there is
an equally ardent supporter of Motherwell Football
Club. May Buchanan’s father, George  Stevenson, was
an outstanding player and manager of the club and May
has, not unnaturally, been a lifelong and passionate
supporter.
 
Born in Kilbirnie in Ayrshire in 1905 George played
inside left for Junior side Kilbirnie Ladeside , signing
for Motherwell in 1922 aged 17yrs where he remained
for the rest of his playing career (despite big money
offers from big English teams! ) During this time he
gained 12 Scotland caps, more than any other
Motherwell player of that era.
 
Having moved from Kilbirnie to Paisley in the early
thirties George attended Lylesland Church of Scotland
where he became an elder. The renowned minister Rev
Donald F MacDonald (a keen golfer who regularly
visited our local links) took him under his wing and
became a major influence in his life. A  period of
scouting for Motherwell followed his playing career
which was combined with various wartime jobs.
 
Shortly after the war, George was appointed manager of
his beloved Motherwell and promptly won the League
Cup and the Scottish Cup in seasons ‘51 and ‘52, an
achievement unmatched in the club’s history.
 
The Stevenson family lived next to Fir Park in one of
the club’s houses and 11 year old May and older sister
Isobel were regular supporters, their support remaining
undiminished over the ensuing 7 decades!
 
Particular highlights for May were her attendance at the
League Cup Final in 1951 and forty years later seeing
Motherwell win the Scottish Cup for the second time.
 
Sadly, George’s lifetime loyalty was not reciprocated
by the club and some poor results in season ‘53 resulted
in his peremptory sacking.

 
 
 
 

George found great difficulty coming to terms with
his dismissal and never again worked in football. He
died in 1990 and is interred in Fortrose Cemetery.
 
Motherwell FC eventually recognised George’s
wonderful contribution to the club as player, scout
and manager when he was inducted into the club’s
Hall of Fame in 2019. 
 
May was a VIP at this happy celebration. She is
pictured below (with her beloved Rosie!) holding
the beautiful glass trophy which recognises her
father’s stellar achievements with Motherwell
Football Club.                    
                                              Douglas Simpson

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



In the first newsletter we highlighted Mark Calder’s run from Rosemarkie to

Lismore as part of 14 ultramarathons following pilgrimage routes. The purpose: to

raise awareness – and funds – on behalf of Embrace the Middle East to support

Iraqi Christians return to homes devastated in recent conflicts.

 

Mark made a great impression on all of us who met him and we shared his delight

on the 16 November when, after 14 ultramarathon pilgrimages, 1725 miles, 33

full running days,  7 pairs of shoes, 5 falls (three on the Rosemarkie – Lismore

route), 3 lost toe nails and £50,000+ raised, Mark completed his mission.

 

Mark’s blog on www.embraceme.org is worth the reading. This edited extract from

Mark’s reflection, first published on the Church of Scotland website gives a flavour.

 

I had been running since I left Old Aberdeen at 6am. It was now 10pm, dark, drizzling,

and nearing zero degrees...... Worst of all, there had been a headwind the whole way. I

wanted to stop. Too cold. I wanted to cry. No energy.  'Why is the wind always in my

face? Why is it never behind me? Why are you fighting me? Why are you not running

with me?'

 

What I felt in that moment was despair. It's absurd really. I had chosen to take this

journey, and at any point could radio my support crew, quit, and be driven towards a

home wreathed in love and warmth. Yet it was real despair. (Then) it occurred to me

that a similar prayer - 'Why is the wind always in my face? Why are you not running

with me?' - will have been on the lips of a displaced person in Iraq every day for

years....... 
 

People who are willing to turn their faces towards home having been forced out by

sectarianism, war and the destruction of their homes and livelihoods are showing

great courage. Their commitment to their homelands is inspiring. And in that moment

on the A92 I realised that it expresses something else: LOVE.
 

 

                Free Church Lead in Famine Relief
 
Insurrection by Prof James Hunter was one of Scotland's books of the year in 2019.  

It tells the human story of the severe hardship suffered across the North of Scotland

in the winter of 1846 - 47 following the loss of the potato crop to blight.

 

Our parishes were not exempt.  The Rev James Gibson, the Avoch minister, noted

in February 1847 that many families were "on the brink of starvation". In addition to

the blight, poor weather over the winter had impacted on the fishing and the price of

oatmeal rose from 24 shillings to 32 shillings a boll.  Tensions arose when attempts

were made to ship out grain from Avoch Harbour and Chanonry Point.  Soldiers

were mobilised, the Riot Act was read but, to everyone's relief a resolution was

found and oatmeal was made available locally at an affordable price.

Running
Home

 

The book also covers the lead role of the newly formed Free Church in, first of all, alerting the nation to the

crisis developing in September 1846, providing harrowing first hand reports and then using a schooner to deliver

oatmeal to remote parts of Argyll, out west to Barra and up the Western Highland coast.

 

To cover the costs, the Free Church appealed to its members across the country, raising in one weekend alone -

mainly from church door collections - the equivalent of more than £1 million in today's money.  Lord Advocate

Rutherfurd was moved to say, 'There has been nothing like (this) before' and commended 'the extraordinary

power' of a church that, according to one London newspaper was 'making itself remarkable for taking the lead in

all humane and benevolent enterprises in Scotland'.



A few weeks back, there was a report of a kingfisher on the Avoch Burn.

In bird watching terms that’s quite a notable event since kingfishers are

unusual this far north. They nest in tunnels in river banks in more

southerly parts. To see a kingfisher is to enjoy one of the real sights of the

bird world though, as often as not, the sighting is more just a flash of

electric blue as the bird shoots along a river bank. 
 
A few years back, I was lucky enough to see a kingfisher right at the mouth

of the Avoch Burn. It landed on a tall grass stem by the water side to watch

for any small fish unlucky enough to swim by before plunging into the

water and catching what was probably a stickleback. At rest, it was easy to

see the stunning combination of blue and bright orange and the sturdy beak

that is so well adapted to catching and dealing with a wriggling fish.   

 
In ancient times the kingfisher was the halcyon, a mythological bird that

made its nest on a sea that became specially calm for seven days for the

purpose, hence the term ‘halcyon days’, meaning the recollection

of past days that were specially happy or successful.

 

Ad

There’s no mention of the kingfisher in the Bible but one of the best known works of the Jesuit poet Gerard

Manley Hopkins is called As Kingfishers Catch Fire. The stunning colour of a kingfisher in bright sunshine is

really a sight to behold. As sunshine catches its feathering the blue iridescent wings and bright orange body

colouring seem to make the bird light up. There are some sights in Creation that can take your breath away and

the bright blue flash from a kingfisher’s wings along a river bank is surely one of them.   

 
In the poem, Hopkins suggests that we are defined by our actions and that if we are true to our inner selves,
as Christ-centred people, our gracious words and actions will ‘catch fire’ and leave a similar afterglow
in the lives of others.
 

I say more: the just man justices;

Keeps grace: that keeps all his goings graces;

Acts in God’s eye what in God’s eye he is—

Christ. For Christ plays in ten thousand places,

Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his

To the father through the features of men’s faces.

 
 
 
 
 

Nature Notes  - Douglas Willis
 



 
Just for Today, Lord

I will live through the next 12 hours and not try to tackle all of life’s problems at once.

I will be agreeable. I will look my best, be courteous, be considerate.

I will not find fault with friend, relative or colleague. I will not try to change or improve anyone but myself.

I will improve my mind. I will learn something useful. I will learn something that requires effort, thought and

concentration.

I will have a programme. I might not follow it exactly, but I will have it. I will save myself from two enemies –

hurry and indecision.

I will do a good turn and keep it secret. If anyone finds out, it won’t count.

I will do two things I don’t want to do, just for exercise.

I will believe in myself. I will give my best to the world and feel confident that the world will give its best.  

                                                                                                                  

Author unknown - contributed by Jack Kernahan

Now that you've got your Bible out to check the centre,  try this quiz.................
 

On page 6, Jane used Labour of Love as her title.  It's a Biblical quote but from where?   And what's the

context?                                                                                                                                    

                           

If you got that, how about the source and context of: 

'fly in the ointment'  

'go the extra mile'

'how are the mighty fallen' 

'skin of my teeth'

'the powers that be'

'see eye to eye' 

'can a leopard change his spots?'  

'cast the first stone'

 

           

Scholars differ about ‘the centre of the Bible’, so just consider the following with interest!

 

The Bible was not divided into separate chapters until around 1227, and did not appear publicly until Wycliffe’s

translation completed in 1382.  Veres came later. A Jewish rabbi named Nathan split the Old Testament into verses

in 1448, with the New Testament not being divided into verses until 1555 by a scholar named Stephanus.

 

It is well known that the longest chapter is Psalm 119. The shortest is Psalm 117 with only two verses.  (The

shortest verse is John 11:35. The longest is Esther 8:9)  Between the shortest and longest chapters is Psalm 118. 

 Before Psalm 118 are 594 chapters. After Psalm 118 are 594 chapters.  594 plus 594 gives 1188.  Take Psalm

118:8 as the centre verse, and there is guidance on the pivot of our faith: "It is better to take refuge in the Lord

than to trust in man.”                                                                                                         Jack Kernahan 

 

Where is the Centre of the Bible?
 



 
A Life of Voyages

 

When Bob Moore retired as Avoch

session clerk at the end of 2018, Douglas

Simpson,  a former session clerk at

Fortrose and Rosemarkie, got in touch to

gain an insight into Bob's life story thus

far. It is a story of many voyages.

 

Bob -1968
                                      

Bob - January 2020

Bob, you were involved at sea for many years. How did it all start?
 

My maternal grandfather and great grandfather were seaman and their houses were full of maritime
memorabilia. In addition, many of the books I read as a boy were about seaman and their exploits. As a result,  
I don't recall considering any other career and, on August 1st 1957, a few weeks short of my 17th birthday, I
joined my first ship, the Clan MacLeod and began twenty years of adventure.
 
During my working life I had two career changes. First in 1977, I found employment with Orkney Islands
Council as a marine pilot. Then in 1989 when the thought of boarding a VLCC very large crude carriers
(VLCCs) in the Pentland Firth on a wild winter’s night had much less attraction, I was fortunate to be
appointed initially as Depute Director and Pilotage Superintendent and latterly Director of Harbours.
 
There must have been many memorable moments.
 

Yes, many indeed.  As a young man, I would like to have spent a season whaling in the Antarctic but the
opportunity never arose.  But, later on, I did get a chance to 'hunt the whale'.  A pod of six sperm whales came
into Scapa Flow and seemed reluctant to leave. Eventually, I directed a flotilla of six small craft and
encouraged them back to the open sea, a first and one of my most satisfying achievements. 
 
On another occasion, I was part of a small group who made presentations, promoting Scapa Flow as a
container transhipment hub, at an international conference in Montreal.  The opening ceremony took place in
the Basilica Notre Dame with music by the Montreal Symphony Orchestra leader Charles Dutoit, a memorable
building and memorable music. We also gave presentations in Lisbon, Taipei, Hong Kong and Shanghai.
 
As a seaman I always admired the work of the RNLI and was delighted when I was asked to be the Deputy
Launch Authority for the Kirkwall lifeboat. It was an honour to be part of the lifeboat family and a greater
honour when I was awarded a silver medal. I well remember my first service, a medivac from one of the
islands where the bride had gone into premature labour dancing at her wedding.
 
The saddest event was undoubtedly when the Piper Alpha platform was brought in for examination after the
disastrous fire on 6th July 1988.
 
My principal hobby in those days was photography and I achieved an Associateship of the Royal
Photographic Society (ARPS)  with a panel of black and white photographs.
 
What do you think you learned most from all your experiences?
 

The main thing I learned during my working life was to “Be Prepared”. Time spent planning and considering
the What If? scenarios is time well spent.  Also, never assume and always keep your colleagues fully
informed.
 
Tell us something of your faith journey.
 

As a son of the Manse I had a Christian upbringing and became a communicant member of the Church of
Scotland, as many of my contemporaries did, about school leaving age. When at sea it was not possible to
attend church on a regular basis, but I did go to the occasional Flying Angel service when I had the
opportunity. 
 

 



 
Over the years I have been a member of six congregations and benefitted from the teaching of several ministers -
Rev Beattie is the tenth. I was ordained an elder in St Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall in 1980 and originally helped
with the Youth Fellowship. My faith journey has not been dramatic, more a deepening of faith as I have
matured. One of my favourite hymns has to be Eternal Father'.
 
 
What brought you to Avoch?
 
When Heather and I retired we decided to move to mainland Scotland to be nearer our family.  We settled in
Balloch but we noticed  the sun always seemed to shine on the Black Isle.  We liked, and were familiar, with the
area and thought there would be a strong sense of community in Avoch. We also hoped to be able to influence the
design of our house. Avoch ticked all the boxes and we are very happy here.
 
 
You were session clerk for just short of 15 years.  There must have been a few 'moments' in that time.
 
My most embarrassing moment occurred during the first month of my time as Session Clerk when the Rev.
Torrens’s three children were baptised. I didn’t realise I had to put water in the font!  However, the situation was
rectified and the water was there when needed.
 
The most memorable event was a wedding with only five people present. The bride and groom the minister, the
photographer and a collie dog plus myself who acted as dog handler. The dog carried the ring in a pouch round its
neck.
 

 How have things changed in the session clerk role in that time?

 
The personal relationships part of the work remains much as before, but the clerical and administrative side of
things has increased significantly particularly in relation to policy documents etc. The things I retired to get away
from!

 

 Any plans for the future?

 

I still hope to play a part in the congregation’s life, and witness in the community. Spend more time with Heather
and watch our grandchildren mature. Someday I hope to play blues harmonica.  I’d also like to get back into
photography and perhaps write haiku verses to go with the pictures.
 
Thank you, Bob.  Space will be reserved in the  next newsletter for your first photograph and haiku.........

 

The Clan MacLeod



 
Eternal Father, strong to save,

Whose arm hath bound the restless wave,

Who bidd'st the mighty ocean deep

Its own appointed limits keep;

Oh, hear us when we cry to Thee,

                    For those in peril on the sea!

 

O Christ! Whose voice the waters heard

And hushed their raging at Thy word,

Who walked'st on the foaming deep,

And calm amidst its rage didst sleep;

Oh, hear us when we cry to Thee,

                    For those in peril on the sea!

 

Most Holy Spirit! Who didst brood

Upon the chaos dark and rude,

And bid its angry tumult cease,

And give, for wild confusion, peace;

Oh, hear us when we cry to Thee,

                    For those in peril on the sea!

 

O Trinity of love and power!

Our brethren shield in danger's hour;

From rock and tempest, fire and foe,

Protect them wheresoe'er they go;

Thus evermore shall rise to Thee

         Glad hymns of praise from land and sea.

 

Bob suggested we could feature favourite hymns so where better to start than Bob’s favourite hymn, Eternal

Father. Written in 1860 by Anglican headmaster, William Whiting, to thank God for saving his life in a great

storm and who, in turn, wanted to reassure a young student, overwhelmed by fear as he prepared for an Atlantic

crossing. He wrote the hymn for the student to “anchor his faith”.   Nowadays, the hymn is so well known, it’s

hard to read the poem without hearing John Dykes’s tune, Melita in our heads. You’re probably hearing it now! 

     

For Bob, the reasons for his choice are clear:  “Eternal Father Strong to Save has been adopted and adapted by

many groups and is often included at maritime events so I think of it as a special hymn which probably makes it

more memorable. I prefer the original version. The hymn tune “Melita”, an old name for Malta, recalling the

Apostle Paul’s shipwreck on the island of Malta.  It’s the hymn that always came to mind during the scary

incidents in my life, an encounter with a Tsunami, the Cuban missile crisis, the Assassination of JFK and being in

Brussels on 9/11."

Rembrandt’s Storm on the Sea of Galilee, his only

seascape, is a vivid depiction of the storm referred to

in verse 2 of the hymn. The painting is currently

missing having been stolen from a Boston Gallery in

1990.

A huge you to everyone who commented on the first newsletter and / or contributed to this second one. The

response has been enormously encouraging so much so that this issue is 4 pages longer. It is likely to take 3

or 4 issues before we settle to a format and content that works in our situation. So, please keep commenting

and contributing!      Deadline for the April newsletter is Sunday 15 March.

 

Calum  

calum.macsween@btinternet.com


